***FRAUD WARNING***

UCLA Health Talent Acquisition is currently being targeted by scam artists through external job board sites. Here are some tips in order to avoid becoming targeted by this activity:

- Only applicants who apply online at www.uclahealthcareers.org will be contacted for interviews, we do not pull resumes or applications from external job boards.
  - Be sure you are only applying for positions through this website.

- It is important to remember that UCLA does not require — and has never required — anyone seeking employment to pay any fees during its hiring process.
  - If you are asked to send money by any means, you are not communicating with anyone associated with UCLA Health.

In the event that you or someone you know is contacted by someone claiming to work for UCLA Health in a recruiting capacity and asking for any amount of money, here are steps that should immediately be followed:

- Contact UCLA Health Recruitment right away at 310-267-3292. Anyone at that number can assist you.
- Discontinue any communication you have with that person and DO NOT SEND THEM ANYTHING.